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SCOPE'S STEPS TO SUCCESSSCOPE'S STEPS TO SUCCESS
PROCESSPROCESS

The steps To Success Process is our tried and true
process to successfully rehabilitate your injury. This

is a plan that is staged over 5 steps. We have
designed our plans this way as it allows us to focus

on achieving specific goals at each step.
 

Your practitioner will guide you through this process
and educate you on your specific phase of rehab.

Each 'Progress' Appointment you have allows us to
test and update your rehab into the next stage of

your comeback.



A FEW THINGSA FEW THINGS
TO NOTE..TO NOTE..Tips to excel your recovery

process

sleep

Poor sleep quality and quantity significantly
impacts your pain and increases your risk
of injury. Aiming for 6-8 hours of unbroken
sleep poor night is essential to your
recovery. *See our FREE tips for better
sleep download at our website. 

Functional progress

Pain is not a great indicator to your
progress. Whilst we are generally aiming to
eliminate your symptoms, in the short term
it is better to focus your attention to your
functional progress as this is often a better
indicator of your recovery.

fitness

Often people completely give up on their
fitness when injured. There is always a way
to work around your injury. Make sure to
discuss this with your practitioner if you
are unsure. 

stress & anxiety

Stress & anxiety can increase our pain
experience and impact out mental state.
Ensuring you have a strong support
network around you, including a
psychologist to help you with management
strategies is essential. 

mindset

Stay positive! The rehab journey is full of
ups and downs and can be challenging. not
being able to do what you love is hard, BUT,
focus on the positives, keep chipping away
and the results will come!

consistency

Stay consistent. Your results will come with
consistency through the ups and downs.
Focus on your strength and functional gains
and dont worry to much about the
fluctuations with pain that occur. You got
this!

Pain & injury can be challenging and frutrating.
To give yourself a headstart on your recovery
consider some of this important things..



WE ARE HERE TO HELP YOU
TAKE CONTROL OF YOUR PAIN

AND GET BACK TO DOING WHAT
YOU LOVE!

We have collated many useful
rescources via our website you can
access by clicking the link below.

CONTACT US

07 3812 2579

scopechiropractic.com.au

@scope_sports_injury_clinic

Scope Sports injury Clinic

reception@scopechiropractic.com.au

Click Here
 

RESOURCES

LOVE WHAT WE DO?
LEAVE US A GOOGLE REVIEW!


	Text_2: 1: Significantly reduced hopping, skipping and jumping capabilities2: Minimal exposure to heavy strength loading3: Stiff mid and forefoot3: Good calf endurance and ankle mobility
	Text_1: 1: Regain confidence and physical capacity with achilles for football officiating.2: Develop a strong foundation for explosive single leg movements3: Develop a prevention program for reduction in likelihood of future re-occurance
	Text_3: Phase 1: Increase tolerance to double leg high and fast loads.                 Progressive loading program to enhance confidence and physical capacity in skipping and hopping                              progressions. Phase 2: Increase tolerance to single leg high and fast loading                    Progressive loading program in single leg. Introduction to different vectors and constraints.Phase 3: Development of plyometric abilities, introduction to heavy isometric loading.Phase 4: Development of a sustainable preventative program for longevity
	Text_4: The key to getting ontop of these conditions is consistency, time and patience. There will still be some ups and downs with the symptoms, however focus on your strength improvements as this is the guide for improvement. With the exercises and your training, your metric for weather something was to much or too little is the 24-48hr response after so make sure to keep an eye on that and modify training according to your symptoms. We will aim to keep the symptoms <4/10. Looking forward to working with you and seeing your progress! Dan
	Name: Kate
	Date: 12/05/2022
	Diagnosis: Achilles Tendinopathy


